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Why design loss functions?
Often have a target prediction task in mind, but…

Optimize surrogate losses instead

Optimization might be 
computationally hard

It might not be clear what we even 
want to optimize



Certain things we want out of surrogate loss

Convex Consistent

Dimension 
Efficient



What’s the problem?

- While keeping convexity and consistency as hard requirements, can 
we understand lower bounds on the surrogate prediction dimension?

- Consistency is difficult to work with directly
- Previous proxies such as calibration only apply to certain types of problems

- Use a different proxy: indirect (property) elicitation
- Show that indirect elicitation is implied by consistency
- Develop a tool for deriving lower bounds on convex consistency dimension via the 

geometry of the level sets of elicited properties



The “four quadrants”
Target loss Target Statistic

Discrete Prediction Q1: Classification, structured 
prediction

Q2: Risk-averse classification

Continuous estimation Q3: Least-squares regression Q4: Variance estimation



Roadmap of results



Loss taking prediction u against ground truth y

                                                                                Sufficiently rich hypothesis class

Functions assigning error by comparing predictions to ground truth labels

Loss functions

                                                   Empirical risk minimization

                                                                                  Law of large numbers



Consistency
 

 

[BJM01, Z04] show consistency is equivalent to calibration when thinking about finite prediction problems



Dimension 
Efficient

Convex consistency dimension

A target prediction problem has convex consistency dimension at most d if there is a surrogate                
                              and link such that            is consistent with respect to the target task



Consistency implies indirect elicitation

Proposition 1: If a surrogate loss L is minimizable, then consistency implies 
indirect elicitation

This lets us use indirect elicitation as a tool to derive lower bounds on convex consistency dimension



(Indirect) Property Elicitation

 

 

 

Intuitively, the 
property is the 
thing you want 
to predict



“Drawing” a property



Indirect property elicitation: a picture
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Indirect property elicitation: a picture
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d-flats

A d-flat is a nonempty set                                   for some measurable



Theorem 1: If a property is d-convex elicitable, 
then for all distributions p, we can fit a d-flat 
through p fully contained in the level set.

Dimensionality lower bounds via flats

Formal

Theorem 1: Suppose a convex surrogate loss
                               directly elicits a property
                    .  For all                      and             
there is a d-flat ker(V) such that 

Informal



Fitting flats in level sets
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Application to finite prediction tasks

Bounds by fitting flats into the level set



Roadmap of results



Application to continuous prediction tasks

Theorem 2: Risk measures of the form                          
generally have convex consistency dimension at least 
d+1.

Informal

Resolves open questions in stats / finance!



Summary

Convex Consistent Dimension Efficient


